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and

Wednesday

Creative Activity - Year 4 Memories Paper Chain Challenge!
Today and tomorrow you will be making a paper chain full of positive
year 4 memories to celebrate the end of year. This would have been
your last week of term at school. Making a paper chain is easy. You
just need to follow the steps.
Step 1: Cut your paper into strips. Each strip of paper will be a
memory. So the more strips you cut the more memories you will have!
Look on the next slide to ﬁnd out what to do next.
You will need:
- Scissors
- Glue
- Coloured paper cut into strips. (If you don’t have coloured paper you can also use
any paper and colour it or decorate it instead to make it stand out.)
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Creative Activity - Year 4 Memories Paper Chain Challenge!
Step 2: Once you have cut all your strips, write a memory from year 4 on each strip. It can be about your
friends, something your teacher did that made you laugh, pieces of work you enjoyed making, a birthday, a
playground game, a celebration at school, World Book Day, a club, a funny thing your friend did. The memory
can be about anything really. There is just one rule! The memory should be one that makes you smile. Leave
the bad memories is the past; don’t bring them with you into the future!
You can decorate each strip as you wish but don’t write to the end of each strip. Leave a gap at the end. This
will be where you put the glue when making your chain. E.g.
World Book Day was fun. My friend
Dressed up like Spiderman.

Step 3:
Apply a small amount of glue to the end of your ﬁrst strip. Fold the other
end over to make a hoop and press the two ends on top of each other like
you can see in the picture.
Get the next strip and loop it through the hoop, apply glue to the end and
fold the other end over, pressing the two ends together. Repeat this process
until you have used all your strips!
Step 4: Once you have completed your paper chain, take a picture and
upload it to your folder on google drive if you can!

Leave the end of the strip
blank. Glue will go here.
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Friday
Creative Activity - Class Awards

Over the next two days you will be creating some awards for children in your
class. The awards can be based on something real or something just for fun.
You will create 6 awards for 6 different people in your class. Do not choose the
same person more than once. You will make 3 of them today and 3 tomorrow.
Think carefully about your awards and make sure they are all something that
you would be happy about receiving too. On the next slide are some ideas for
different awards. Below is the information that each award must include.
Each award must include:
- Date
- Award name
You will need: - The words: This certiﬁcate is awarded to:
- Name of the person
- Pencil
- Reason why they are receiving an award
- Colours
- Your signature
- 6 pieces of
- Your award should be decorated in an attractive, eye-catching
paper
way
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Ideas for different awards:

Once you have ﬁnished your awards, take pictures of them and upload them to your folder
on Google drive. Your teacher will check them and will help you to share them with the
person you made the award for. Happy awarding!

